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646 7000 0000
chrisjohnson@gmail.com

Board Executive, CEO, and Business Strategist

LinkedIn URL

Harnesses the power of the PPT – people, processes, and technology to fuel exponential growth.

Game-changing board executive with two decades of experience in staging phenomenal turnarounds in tight
markets and treacherous geographies. Telecommunications industry expert reputed for driving unprecedented
revenue and 2X profitability gains in highly competitive markets. Galvanized immediate wins by transcending
cultural divides and leveraging commercial acumen. C-level influencer and business strategy accelerator with a
never-say-die attitude and a keen vision to make companies efficient to surpass targeted goals.
“Chris is a people -friendly CEO. He focuses on motivating and growing his people and they take care of the company’s growth.”

- Chairman of the Board, Vodafone Plc

Steered M&A team that green-lighted

deal to merge WarnerMedia with
Discovery.

$43B

Propelled $400M P&L and saved


$35M

$100K

Redesigned commercial & product strategy to achieve 

revenue growth at AT&T, Telefónica,
S.A, and Vodafone.

by restructuring people, processes,
and technology functions.

25%

Catapulted staggering 

sales surge in 6 months with
consumer-behavior linked
innovative product plans

“Chris transformed our operations by recommending telecom solutions that helped us scale faster in an affordable manner.”

- COO, ABC Corp.(Client at AT&T)

Executive Stengths
Crisis Management

Company Restructuring

Financial Planning & Analysis

Capital Raising & Debt Financing

Risk Management

Business Strategy Management

Marketing & Public Relations

Business Automation

Influencing & Negotiation Skills

Calculated Risk Management

Corporate Finance & Planning

Commercials & Pricing

Strategic Exits & Buyouts
Performance Management

Capital Raising & Corporate Finance
Innovation & Forward Thinking

Mergers & Acquisitions
Cash-Flow Optimization

Team Management & Leadership

Sales & Profit Maximization

Executive Narrative
2020 - Present
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AT & T is the world’s largest telecommunications company with $44B in annual revenues, 230,000 staff in 5433 locations.

Business Impact: Revenue expectation=$10B. I Team: 8
direct and 140 indirect reports.


Hired to steer the M&A team that green-lighted $43B deal to
merge WarnerMedia with Discovery. Unified internal
functions, outsourced services and optimized vendor
contracts. Slashed up to $5.3M in operating expenses. Guided
business operations merger successfully through US market
regulators, cutthroat competition, and disruptive market to
retain market leadership.


Electrified 29% rise in
EBITDA and 44% CAGR for

voice business in less than 2
years

Kickstarted $100K sales surge
in 6 months by introducing
innovative device rental plans
for B2C organizations, including
gaming and airlines.

Eliminated $35M in overheads by consolidating business functions.
Spurred 36% cash flow status by boosting past-due account collections.

New York

City,

LinkedIn URL

chrisjohnson@gmail.com

646 7000 0000

NY

2019 - 2020

Vice President - Commercial Strategy

Vodafone, New York City, NY

Vodafone Group Plc is a $450B global telecommunications company with 85,567 staff with 625M+ subscribers worldwide.
Business Impact: Revenue expectation = $250M. I Team: 7
direct and 90 indirect reports.



Pioneered capacity-building

Surpassed annual revenue

exercises for CCO Sales

goals 43% and boosted yearly

Organisation by demonstrating

profits 29%.

Steered $23B commercial negotiation deals with inbound US

change management and

providers for infrastructure sharing. Revived company

practices.

transformational leadership

profitability and revenues by increasing Infrastructure sharing
and Wholesale IP business from existing clients. Curtailed
critical cash-flow problems by optimizing the entire value

Increased client base 33% and new client acquisition rate 56%.

chain with a robust fiscal planning strategy and prompt
implementation within 8 months of hire.


2016 - 2018

Commercial Director 

AT & T, New York City, NY

AT & T is the world’s largest telecommunications company with $44B in annual revenues, 230,000 staff in 5433 locations.

Business Impact: Revenue expectation = $175M. I Team: 6
direct and 68 indirect reports.



Topped annual revenue goals

Sparked new client base 23%

for the region 65% and EBITDA

and increased CAGR 45%.

48%.

Rallied top-commercial team together to restructure business
strategy and commercial operations. Built a thriving national
portfolio of tower locations and shared infrastructure. Evolved
commercial blueprint to expand into global markets.
Expanded to 8 new markets and created a well-oiled

Fast-tracked business growth,

Maneuvered innovative shared

fuelled new business, including

infrastructure plans for 144%

a $25M Master Lease

increase in tower locations in

Agreement with Verizon.

2.5 years.

commercial team to support future scale and operations. 


– 2015

Head of Commercial  

Telefónica, S.A., New York City, NY 	

Telefonica SA is a $43B multinational telecommunications company having 45,000+ staff across 10+ countries.
2013

Regional

Business Impact: Revenue expectation = $125M. I Team: 4
direct and 35 indirect reports



Directed $150M in new

Amplified B2B clients 28% and

business acquisition while

boosted profit margins 3 %.

7

exceeding revenue targets
43%.

Turbocharged revenue $150M. Intellectualized new business

segment growth strategy, KPI metrics, and dashboards,
commercial benchmarks to set up 150+ tower sites within 2
years. Piloted national commercial strategy and raised

Shrank gross burn rate 35% by

Won $55M in bridge loan

$32.5M in three venture capital rounds.


sharply cutting costs and

financing and equity from

optimizing contract renewals.

European investors.

Past Successes
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Finance/ Business Analyst 

Diageo Plc. New York City, NY
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2003 - 200

Graduate Trainee – Corporate

I

Citigroup nc New York City, NY

Finance  


Thought Leadership

Education
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U.S. Chamber of Commerce

Stanford Business School, Stanford, CA

Advisor to the Board 

IKH Chamber of Commerce
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Stanford Business School, Stanford, CA

Board Member 

Stanford Business School

MS in Business Economics  
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Certifications

Fundamental

“Chris is an absolute game changer! With sharp
business acumen and an astonishing ability to innovate,
he helped us close consistent results.”

“As a leader, I live by what General Colin Powell once

s


Association of Chartered Certified
Accountants (ACCA)

- CEO, AT&T

A Adv Dip MA, ACMA, and
C MA 

Chartered Institute of Management
Accountants CIMA
CIM

G

(

)

)

said. Great leaders are almost always great
simplifiers, who can cut through argument, debate
and doubt to offer a solution everybody can
understand.”

- Chris

RESUME

STRATEGY
When Chris contacted me about redoing his career documents, he sent me 5
versions of his resume. Each one was more than 5 pages and had long paragraphs
about projects handled. It quickly struck me that he was struggling to describe his
career achievements and skills. 


After having the strategy call with him, I realized that he had a wealth of distinctive
skills and unique accomplishments. It just needed to be presented in a powerful
and innovative manner.


I decided to craft his personal brand based on his unique career trajectory and
weaved in metrics to demonstrate quantifiable achievements. To begin, I chose a
dark green color palette juxtaposed with a light gray shade to give a sophisticated
yet minimalist look.


For the header, I chose an impressive stock image that exemplifies teamwork,
strategy and business growth. As a turnaround specialist, Chris had a strong
reputation for reviving organizations and putting them on the fast-track growth by
transforming its people, policies and technology. 


I added call-out boxes on the first page to draw attention to his significant
achievements and measurable results. In the career narrative, I added the KPI
metrics in lightly shaded call out boxes to keep the document scannable and
visually appealing.


Chris was very impressed with his resume! He also shared the phenomenal
responses he received on its design, content and presentation. He sent out 9 job
applications in the first 4 weeks after using the upgraded resume and received 3
job offers! He ultimately accepted an executive position with a $80K increase in
salary.


This resume is designed to be a networking resume. I created a separate
ATS-compatible resume that Chris shared with recruiters and hiring managers.


